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Relation among PGA, PGV, Response Spectrum and Fourier Spectrum
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For engineering purpose, PGA, PGV and response spectrum are important indicators to evaluate
strength of ground motion. Though, theoretical calculations can not provide these indicators
directly because source spectrum amplitudes are generally given as Fourier spectrum.
Therefore, in this study, we examined the relation among Fourier spectrum, PGA, PGV and
response spectrum.
We used 111,083 records of K-NET, and calculated Fourier spectrum FS(f) and pseude-velocity
response spectrum RS(f) at h=5%. To obtain Fourier spectrum FS(f) at frequency f, we took the



geometric mean in ranges from f-0.5 Hz to f+0.5 Hz.
We obtained the coefficient of regression by using following equations,
log[FS(f))=a1(f)*log[RS(f)]+b1(f),
log[RS(f)]=a2(f)*log[FS(f)]+b2(f),
log[FS(f)]=AA(f)*log[RS(f)]+BB(f)
Here, AA and BB are geometrical mean of a1,a2 and b1,b2 (see Utsu, 1984).
Results of the regression are shown in the table : the coefficients for PGA and PGV also shown in
the table.
The correlation coefficients CC between Fourier spectrum and pseude-velocity response spectrum
are high and the response spectrum level at h=5% tend to be lower than the Fourier spectrum at
small amplitude level at low frequency. Response spectra can be had amplitude in the case of no
component of seismic ground motion. The correlation coefficients of PGA and PGV are lower and
different with frequencies.
Predictions of seismic ground motion by using the relation between Fourier spectrum and
response spectrum show good agreement with observations.
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